Rough set feature selection (RSFS) can be used to improve classifier performance. RSFS removes redundant attributes whilst retaining important ones that preserve the classification power of the original dataset. Reducts are feature subsets selected by RSFS. Core is the intersection of all the reducts of a dataset. RSFS can only handle discrete attributes, hence, continuous attributes need to be discretized before being input to RSFS. Discretization determines the core size of a discrete dataset. However, current discretization methods do not consider the core size during discretization. Earlier work has proposed core-generating approximate minimum entropy discretization (C-GAME) algorithm which selects the maximum number of minimum entropy cuts capable of generating a non-empty core within a discrete dataset. The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) the C-GAME algorithm is improved by adding a new type of constraint to eliminate the possibility that only a single reduct is present in a C-GAME-discrete dataset; (2) performance evaluation of C-GAME in comparison to C4.5, multi-layer perceptrons, RBF networks and k-nearest neighbours classifiers on ten datasets chosen from the UCI Machine Learning Repository; (3) performance evaluation of C-GAME in comparison to Recursive Minimum Entropy Partition (RMEP), Chimerge, Boolean Reasoning and Equal Frequency discretization algorithms on the ten datasets; (4) evaluation of the effects of C-GAME and the other four discretization methods on the sizes of reducts; (5) an upper bound is defined on the total number of reducts within a dataset; (6) the effects of different discretization algorithms on the total number of reducts are analysed and (7) performance analysis of two RSFS algorithms (a genetic algorithm and Johnson's algorithm).
Introduction
Pattern classification is an important task in data mining [34] [35] [36] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The curse of dimensionality is a major bottleneck in the classification of high dimensional patterns. High dimensional datasets often contain redundant features that do not contain useful information for pattern classification. This may result in relatively low performance of classifiers obtained using all features. In addition, for high dimensional datasets, learning classifiers of high performance often requires a large number of patterns. The higher the dimensionality of the datasets, the more patterns are required to obtain classifiers with high classification performance. When the number of available patterns is small, the classification performance of the classifiers obtained using the available training patterns is also likely to be poor. Feature selection removes redundant features from the set of all features while keeping all important features [2] , thus helping to alleviate the curse of dimensionality.
Feature selection may also help to improve the performance of other data mining methods e.g. clustering and regression. The two main types of feature selection approaches are filter and wrapper approaches [28] . Filters select features based on datasets properties and can be used as pre-processors of classifier learning algorithms. Wrappers select features based on the classification performances of classifiers. Feature selection using rough set theory [1, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is a well-established filter approach. However, rough set feature selection (RSFS) handles discrete attributes only. To handle continuous datasets, discretization can be performed as a pre-processor of RSFS to transform continuous datasets to discrete datasets which are input to RSFS.
Discretization methods have been widely studied [13, 20, 22] and can be categorized on three axes: global vs. local methods, supervised vs. unsupervised and static vs. dynamic [13] . Local methods such as Recursive Minimal Entropy Partitioning (RMEP) [13] , discretize one attribute at a time based on a subset of instances of the dataset. Global methods such as Boolean Reasoning [14] consider all attributes before deciding which one to discretize based on all instances of the dataset. Supervised methods such as 1RD [13] and ChiMerge [13] make use of class labels during discretization, whereas unsupervised methods such as Equal Width Intervals (EWI) and Equal Frequency Intervals (EFI) do not make use of the class labels. Static methods such as RMEP and 1RD discretize each attribute independently of the other attributes. Dynamic methods take into account the interdependencies between all attributes of a dataset [21] .
RSFS selects reducts: minimal feature subsets that preserve the classification power of the dataset. For a given dataset, there exists numerous reducts. Core is the set of all the common attributes of all the reducts, so core determines some of the attributes within each reduct. Therefore, core critically affects the sizes of the reducts and may also critically affect the classification performance of the classifier learnt from the reduced dataset using the reduct. If core contains the significant attributes for object classification, each reduct will contain the significant attributes. If, however, core does not contain some significant attributes, some reducts may not contain significant attributes. Discretization determines the core of a discrete dataset, so core can be considered as a property of a discrete dataset. However, none of the current methods uses core as a criterion for discretization; RMEP discretizes data based on entropy of cuts; ChiMerge discretizes data based on χ 2 , a statistic measure of two adjacent intervals; Boolean Reasoning discretizes a dataset using the discernibility of cuts; EWI and EFI discretize data using interval width and frequency count respectively; 1RD discretizes each attribute so that a majority class exists for each interval of each attribute.
Recent research on rough sets has been mainly concerned with their extension e.g. Gaussian kernel-based fuzzy rough sets (GKFRS) [33] , covering generalized rough sets [32] and attribute dependency functions [31] . This paper extends the core-generating approximate minimum entropy discretization (C-GAME) algorithm which selects the maximum number of minimum entropy cuts capable of generating a non-empty core within a discrete dataset [29] . Covering generalized rough sets and attribute dependency functions handle only discrete datasets. GKFRS is capable of handling both continuous and discrete datasets. Yang and Li [32] have redefined approximation spaces of covering generalized rough sets, where the concept of covering is an extension of the concept of a partition in rough sets. Reduction procedures for covering generalized rough sets have also been proposed [32, 30] . Attribute dependency functions are based on a decision-relative discernibility matrix [31] . These functions measure how many times condition attributes are used to determine the decision value. Data efficiency is considered in the computation of dependency degrees. GKFRS is a hybrid model which combines Gaussian kernel functions with fuzzy rough set models and uses Gaussian kernel functions to extract fuzzy similarity relations between samples for fuzzy rough set-based data analysis. Gaussian kernels are used to compute fuzzy relations in fuzzy rough sets and approximate arbitrary fuzzy subsets with kernel induced fuzzy granules.
The C-GAME algorithm was proposed in our previous work [29] ; in comparison, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The C-GAME algorithm is improved by adding a new type of constraint to eliminate the possibility that only a single reduct is present in a C-GAME-discrete dataset.
• C4.5, multilayer-perceptrons, RBF neural networks and K-Nearest Neighbors classifiers are used here to evaluate the performance of C-GAME on 10 datasets including Ionosphere and SPECTF datasets; the earlier work only uses C4.5 and Ionosphere, and SPECTF datasets to evaluate C-GAME.
• Performance comparison of the C-GAME algorithm with four discretization algorithms: Recursive Minimum Entropy Partition (RMEP), Chimerge, Boolean Reasoning and Equal Frequency methods, is given here in terms of the accuracy of the four classifiers for the afore-mentioned 10 datasets; the earlier work only uses RMEP and Ionosphere, and the SPECTF datasets for comparison.
• The effects of C-GAME and the above four discretization algorithms on the sizes of reducts are analysed.
• An upper bound (UB) is defined on the total number of reducts within a dataset in terms of Cartesian products and ordered m-tuples, whereas [29] only briefly mentions its existence without definition.
• For each of the 10 datasets used here, the effects of C-GAME and the above four discretization algorithms on the total number of reducts are analysed.
• Both the relationships between the speed of a genetic algorithm and the total number of reducts and between the speed of Johnson's algorithm and core size are analysed here.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents preliminary concepts; C-GAME is presented in Section 3; Section 4 provides performance evaluation of C-GAME; and conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Preliminary concepts

Rough set theory
Let A = (U, A ∪ {d}) be a decision table where U is a finite set of objects (the universe), A is a non-empty set of condition attributes; and d is the decision attribute. For any B ⊆ A, the indiscernibility relation IND(B) [1] is defined as follows:
If (x, x ) ∈ IND(B), then objects x and x are indiscernible from each other using B. The indiscernibility relation generates a partition of the universe U, denoted U/IND(B) [1] :
where
is the equivalence class of IND(B). In particular, the elements of U/IND({d}) are called decision classes [1] .
Let X i be the ith decision class, the lower approximation BX i of X i using B is defined [1] :
The positive region POS B (d) contains all objects of U that can be certainly classified to the decision classes using the knowledge in B [1] :
A subset of features B ⊆ A is called a reduct, if B satisfies the following conditions: [1] :
Hence, a reduct is a minimal feature subset preserving the positive region of A. For a decision table A, there often exists numerous reducts. Core is defined to be the intersection of all the reducts of A. Therefore, core contains all indispensable features of A. The discernibility matrix M is defined as [1] :
where c ij is a matrix entry. Core can be computed as the set of all singletons of the discernibility matrix of the decision table:
where c ij is a matrix entry. The B-information function is defined as [14] :
The generalized decision ∂ B of A is defined as follows [14] :
where Fig. 1 .
Discretization
In [19] , discretization problems are defined as follows. Let A = (U, A ∪ {d}) be a decision table where U is a finite set of objects (the universe), A is a non-empty finite set of condition attributes such that a : U → V a (V a , the set of values of a) for all a ∈ A and d is the decision attribute such that d :
where R is the set of real numbers. In discretization problems, it is assumed that A is a consistent decision table. That is,
Let P a be a partition on V a (for a ∈ A) into subintervals so that
where k a is some integer,
). Any P a is uniquely defined by the set C a = {c
} called the set of cuts on V a (the set of cuts is empty if card(P a ) = 1) [19] . Then P = a∈A {a} × C a represents any global family P of partitions. Thus, P defines a global discretization of the decision table. Given A = (U, A ∪ {d}), any set of cuts C generates a discrete decision table
}, the set of all the cuts on a is defined as
The set of all the cuts of a given decision table is:
Discernibility of cuts
Given a decision table A = (U, A ∪ {d}), an attribute a discerns a pair of objects
Two objects can be discerned by a set of cuts C if they can be discerned by at least one cut from C [19] . Therefore, discernibility of cuts determines the discernibility of the corresponding attribute. The consistency of a set of cuts is defined as follows [19] : The discernibility of cuts can be represented as a discernibility table A * = (U * , A * ) of the decision table [19] :
where C is the set of all the cuts on A. An example decision table and the corresponding discernibility table are shown in  Tables 1 and 2 . Table 3 An inconsistent decision table. 
Table 5
The discrete inconsistent decision table -following discretization of Table 3 .
Discretization of inconsistent decision tables
Inconsistent decision tables can also be discretized. The discrete decision table is also inconsistent. An example inconsistent decision table and the corresponding discernibility table are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . If the cut 0.9 on a and the cut 0.75 on b are used to discretize a and b respectively, the discrete decision table is also inconsistent (see Table 5 ).
Recursive minimal entropy partition discretization (RMEP)
RMEP [13] is a well-known discretization method. RMEP discretizes one condition attribute at a time in conjunction with the decision attribute such that the class information entropy of each attribute is minimized. The discretized attributes have almost identical information gain as the original ones. For each attribute, all the cuts are generated and evaluated individually using the class information entropy criterion:
where A is an attribute, T is a cut, S is a set of instances, S 1 and S 2 are subsets of S with A-values ≤ and > T respectively. The cut T mini with the minimum E(A, T mini ; S) is chosen to discretize the attribute. The process is then applied recursively to both partitions S 1 and S 2 induced by T mini until the stopping condition, which makes use of the minimum description length principle, is satisfied.
Core-generating approximate minimum entropy discretization
Core size and core-generating pairs of objects
Core can be computed as the set of all the singletons of the discernibility matrix of the decision table (see Eq. 9). If core size is 0, the discernibility matrix must contain no singletons and vice versa. Based on the definition of the discernibility matrix, the following is true for a core attribute [1] :
• There is at least one pair of objects (o i ,o j ), such that o i , o j belong to two different decision classes and are discerned only by the core attribute.
A pair of objects which belongs to different decision classes and are discerned only by one attribute is called a core-generating pair of objects, because the presence of such a pair results in the presence of a core attribute within the dataset. A pair of objects without this property is called a non-core-generating pair of objects.
Core-generating sets of cuts
Given a consistent decision table of continuous values A = (U, A ∪ {d}), a discrete decision table with a non-empty core can be created using a core-generating set of cuts defined as follows: Definition 1. A set of cuts, C, is core-generating if and only if the discrete decision table A C contains core-generating objects.
That is, C is core-generating if it satisfies the following conditions: 
where U * is the set of object pairs (rows) of A * = (U * , A * ), the discernibility table corresponding to A; d, e are two attributes; C d and C e are sets of cuts on d and e respectively and C d ⊂ C and C e ⊂ C and (o i , o j ) is a non-coregenerating pair of objects.
The concept of core-generating cuts is interpreted as follows: a set of cuts generates a number of core attributes if 1) there is at least one attribute a such that at least one cut on a discerns a pair of objects within A * and all cuts on all other attributes do not discern this pair, 2) one core attribute is generated only by one pair of objects, and 3) for some other pairs of objects within A * , there exists at least two attributes such that for each of them there exists at least one cut that discerns the pair.
A set of cuts is non-core-generating if any of the above 3 conditions is not satisfied. A pair of objects is core-generating if it satisfies both conditions 1 and 2. A pair of objects is non-core-generating if it satisfies condition 3.
Condition 2 of Definition 1 restricts a core attribute to be generated only by one pair of objects, so the possibility of creating an inconsistent discrete decision table is eliminated. A core attribute of a decision table can either be generated by a pair of objects or by numerous pairs of objects. However, for a given decision table, if a core attribute is generated by numerous pairs of objects, the decision table may be inconsistent. This implies that some objects of different classes would have identical attributes values, hence these objects would be indiscernible based on their attributes values. An example is shown in Tables 6 and 7. If the decision table of Table 6 is discretized using a set C of cuts where A core-generating set of cuts C is s-core-generating if C generates s core attributes for 0 < s < |A|. The inconsistent discrete decision table -following discretization of Table 6 .
Definition 2. A core-generating set of cuts C is s-core-generating for 0 < s < |A| if and only if there exists some B ⊂ A, |B| = s and there exists some B = A − B such that for each b ∈ B, both conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 1 are true and for each b ∈ B condition 3 of Definition 1 is true, where B is a core with size s and B is the set of non-core attributes.
Degree of approximation of minimum entropy (DAME)
RMEP [13] has previously been shown to be an effective pre-processing step for RSFS. This work proposes to compute those s-core-generating sets of cuts C that contain some of the cuts selected by RMEP. The degree of approximation of minimum entropy (DAME) of a set of cuts is the ratio of the number of minimum entropy cuts that C contains to the total number of cuts selected by RMEP:
where B is an s-core-generating set of cuts and C mini is the set of cuts selected by RMEP. However, the cuts of minimum entropy have differing significance on classification. In respect of this, weights expressing the importance of a cut can also be incorporated. For each attribute, the cut selected first by RMEP has the smallest entropy value and is the most important; the cut selected last by RMEP has the largest entropy value and is the least important. Weights can be designed to be inversely proportional to the order in which cuts are selected by RMEP. The weights of the non-RMEP cuts are defined to be 0. This leads to the following modified measure for DAME:
where the weight of a cut on an attribute is defined as follows:
where order(c i a ) is the order in which c i a is selected by RMEP. DAME can be maximized during the finding of a core-generating set of cuts.
Definition 3.
A C-GAME set of cuts is a s-core-generating set of cuts with the maximum DAME.
Definition 4. Given a continuous decision table (U, A∪{d}) and a core of size s where 0 < s < |A|, the C-GAME discretization problem corresponds to computing a C-GAME set of cuts that generates the core.
Computing a C-game set of cuts by solving a CSOP
In order to generate a decision table containing a core of size s, s pairs of objects within the discernibility table A * corresponding to the decision table must satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 1; and (n-s) pairs must satisfy condition 3 of Definition 1 where n is the total number of pairs within A * . Let CGAME-Model be the constraint satisfaction optimization problem 2 (CSOP) that models C-GAME. CGAME-Model (see Fig. 2 ) consists of constraints (24), (25) and (26) ; Core is the set of core attributes; NonCore is the set of non-core attributes; P is the set of core-generating pairs; P ∪ P is the set of non-core-generating pairs such that |P ∪ P | = |n − s| and P ∩ P = ∅; d ; M2 is the DAME measure (22) and C mini is the set of cuts selected by RMEP. Constraint (24) expresses conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 1. Constraint (25) expresses condition 3 of Definition 1. Constraint (26) eliminates the case where only 1 reduct will be present in the discretized data. Assigning the b a i s to values such that the objective function (27) reaches a maximum is equivalent to computing a C-GAME set of cuts. Branch and bound optimisation algorithms (B&B) can be used to solve CGAME-Model.
Elimination of the single-reduct case
Each clause within the original unsimplified discernibility function df is associated with a pair p within the discernibility table A * such that each attribute of the clause discerns that pair. Constraint (25) There are 2 forms of unsimplified discernibility function df which lead to a single reduct within the dataset. The first form of df is where the df consists only of singleton-clauses. 4 In this case, the reduct consists of the attributes which correspond to the Boolean variables of the singleton-clauses. An example of the first form is df 1 (Fig. 3) . The second form of df is where df consists of singleton-clauses and super-clauses of the singleton-clauses. df 2 (Fig. 3) is an example of the second form. For the second form, all the super-clauses of singleton-clauses are removed from df during df simplification. The simplified discernibility function df will contain only the singleton-clauses, so one reduct would be present in the dataset. If, however, df does not include super-clauses of any singleton-clauses, there would be multiple reducts in the dataset.
An example is shown in Fig. 4 , where df 3 is a simplified discernibility function. df 3 does not contain super-clauses of (a * )
and there are four reducts within the dataset. Core size is relatively small compared to the dataset dimensionality. However, using core as a feature subset could remove too much information from the original dataset such that, consequently, the classification performance may be poor, hence the presence of multiple reducts is often to be preferred to the presence of only one reduct. In order to eliminate the single-reduct case in the discrete dataset, constraint (26) is enforced to create non-singleton clauses which are not super-clauses of the singleton-clauses within df .
The C-GAME discretization algorithm
The C-GAME discretization algorithm repeatedly computes a C-GAME set of cuts by solving CGAME-Model and evaluates the performance of the set of cuts based on the accuracy of the reducts found by a genetic algorithm (GA) [4] . When the newly found set of cuts satisfies the condition that most of the GA-found reducts outperform C4.5's accuracy, the discretization process stops (Fig. 5) . The GA employed by the C-GAME algorithm is presented in Appendix Appendix B. The C-GAME algorithm can be applied to both consistent and inconsistent decision tables. Discernibility tables of inconsistent decision tables are computed in the same way that the discernibility tables of consistent decision tables are computed. After computing the discernibility tables, they are input to C-GAME together with the training and testing 5 datasets to obtain a discrete training dataset. Appendix Appendix C presents 2 example runs of the C-GAME algorithm: one for a consistent decision table, the other for an inconsistent decision table.
Performance evaluation
The performance of C-GAME is evaluated as a pre-processor for RSFS. C-GAME is integrated with Johnson's algorithm and four classification algorithms: C4.5 [16] decision tree learning algorithm, multi-layer perceptrons, radial basis function networks and the K-nearest neighbour method using the framework in Fig. 6 . Johnson's algorithm (Appendix Appendix B) finds a smallest reduct and is used for RSFS. C-GAME integration 6 is compared with RMEP integration, 7 Chimerge integration 8 , Boolean Reasoning integration 9 and Equal Frequency integration 10 using 10 datasets (Table 8) chosen from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [15] . The SPECTF, Water, Ionosphere and Wdbc datasets have been split into the training and testing datasets as suggested by their providers; the remaining six datasets has been split into 2/3 training and 1/3 testing datasets, respectively.
Decision trees
C-GAME integration outperforms C4.5 for each of the 10 chosen datasets (Table 9 ). C-GAME integration outperforms the other four discretization integrations for the majority of the ten datasets (Table 9 ). For most of the 10 datasets, the other four discretization integrations have lower accuracy than C4.5 ( Table 9 ). The results show that generating cores during discretization using C-GAME should lead to a higher accuracy than that obtained with C4.5.
Multi-layer perceptrons
For each of the 10 datasets, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) network with 2 hidden layers of 10 nodes and two output nodes is applied instead of C4.5. For eight datasets, C-GAME outperforms the MLPs (Table 10 ). For the remaining two datasets, 5 Evaluating a C-GAME set of cuts using the testing dataset gives a good measure of its performance, because the testing dataset is independent of the training dataset. 6 C-GAME integration is the integrated classification approach made up of C-GAME, Johnson's algorithm and a classification algorithm. 7 RMEP integration is the integrated classification approach made up of RMEP, Johnson's algorithm and a classification algorithm. 8 Chimerge integration is the integrated classification approach made up of Chimerge, Johnson's algorithm and a classification algorithm. 9 Boolean Reasoning integration is the integrated classification approach made up of Boolean Reasoning, Johnson's algorithm and a classification algorithm. 10 Equal Frequency integration is the integrated classification approach made up of Equal Frequency, Johnson's algorithm and a classification algorithm. C-GAME has the same accuracy as the MLPs. C-GAME outperforms the other four discretization methods for most of the 10 datasets. The other four discretization methods have lower accuracy than the MLPs for the majority of the 10 datasets (Table  10 ). The results show that generating cores during discretization should lead to a higher accuracy than that obtained with the MLPs.
RBF networks
Radial basis functions (RBF) networks have also been analysed. For nine datasets, C-GAME outperforms RBF networks (Table 11 ). For the remaining dataset, C-GAME has the same accuracy as RBF networks. C-GAME outperforms the other four discretization methods for the majority of the 10 datasets. The other four discretization methods have lower accuracy than RBF networks for the majority of the 10 datasets (Table 11 ). The results show that generating cores during discretization using C-GAME should lead to a higher accuracy than that obtained with the RBF networks.
K-nearest neighbours
K-nearest neighbours classification (K-NN) is also used instead of C4.5. For seven datasets, C-GAME leads to a higher accuracy than that obtained from K-NN (K = 5) (Table 12 ). For the remaining three datasets, C-GAME has the same accuracy as K-NN. C-GAME outperforms the other four discretization methods for most of the 10 datasets. The other four discretization methods have a lower accuracy than that obtained with K-NN for most of the datasets (Table 12 ). The results show that generating cores during discretization using C-GAME should lead to a higher accuracy than that obtained with the K-NN classifier.
Reducts sizes
C-GAME, RMEP, ChiMerge, Boolean Reasoning (BR) and Equal Frequency (EF) result in different reducts sizes. C4.5 selects features during decision tree learning. The features selected by C4.5 form a reduct. For each method, including C4.5, the average reduct size over the ten datasets is computed as follows:
where D is a set of datasets; size i is the reduct size of dataset i. The average reduct size of each of the methods is illustrated in Table 13 . C4.5 leads to the largest average reduct size among the six methods. Chimerge leads to the smallest average reduct size among the methods. C-GAME leads to a medium average reduct size among the methods. For the six high dimensional datasets -Sonar, SPECTF, Water, Ionosphere, Wdbc and Wpbc -C-GAME and C4.5 obtain the largest or the 2nd largest reduct sizes among the six methods (Table 14) . For the Australian, Cleveland and Hungerian datasets, C-GAME leads to the 2nd smallest reduct size among the methods. For these three datasets, C4.5 is in the top three largest reduct sizes obtained. For the Housing dataset, C-GAME leads to the 2nd largest reduct size and C4.5 leads to the 3rd largest reduct size. Sonar  8  2  1  1  6  8  SPECTF  8  3  3  2  5  7  Water  5  3  1  1  6  5  Ionospshere  5  1  1  2  5  5  Wdbc  5  2  4  1  6  6  Wpbc  4  2  1  1  7  9  Australian  4  12  3  12  11  10  Cleveland  6  11  3  10  9  11  Hungarian  5  10  3  10  9  8  Housing  8  2  1  1  11  7 4.6. Total number of reducts
An upper bound on the total number of reducts
Let df be the simplified discernibility function of a decision table A = (U, A ∪ {d}) and df contains k clauses a * ∈c * i a * :
where c * i = {a * |∃a ∈ A}. Let M be a collection of feature subsets which correspond to the clauses within df such that
where a * is a Boolean variable corresponding to a; k is the cardinality of M.
Each k-tuple corresponds to a minimal hitting set of M because for each S ∈ M, a minimal hitting set includes exactly one attribute s ∈ S. The set of all the k-tuples is
T k also contains those k-tuples which correspond to the same minimal hitting set. For example, let a simplified
The cardinality of M is 3. The ordered 3-tuples and the corresponding minimal hitting sets are as follows: 
Effect of discretization on the total number of reducts
The five discretization approaches result in different total numbers of reducts in the discrete datasets. For the datasets Sonar, Spectf, Water, Ionosphere, Wdbc and Wpbc which have dimensionalities between 30 and 60, C-GAME results in fewer reducts within the discrete datasets than the other four approaches. This is because the upper bounds of the total numbers of reducts from the C-GAME-discrete 11 datasets are smaller than the upper bounds of the total numbers of reducts corresponding to the discrete datasets that are output by the other four methods (Table 15) , where '+Inf' is any number larger than the largest number 12 that can be represented by the IEEE 754 floating-point standard. For the remaining datasetsAustralian, Cleveland, Hungerian and Housing -which contain either 13 or 14 attributes, the RMEP, Boolean Reasoning and Equal frequency methods result in fewer reducts than does C-GAME (Table 15 ). For these four datasets C-GAME results in fewer reducts than does Chimerge.
11 A C-GAME-discrete dataset is the discrete dataset that C-GAME outputs. 12 1.79769313486231570E+308. 
Speed of RSFS algorithms
Johnson's algorithm and the GA [4] are used to find reducts. To measure the speed of the GA, the number of generations before convergence is counted. For Johnson's algorithm, the number of times that the while loop body is executed is counted.
Speed of genetic algorithm
For the datasets Sonar, SPECTF, Water, Ionosphere, Wdbc, Wpbc, the GA converges significantly faster on the six C-GAME discrete datasets than it converges on the discrete datasets output by the other four discretization methods (Fig.  7) . This is because the C-GAME-discrete datasets contain fewer reducts than the other discrete datasets (Table 15) , so the GA searches fewer candidate reducts in order to find the smallest reducts. Moreover, the GA converges most quickly on Boolean-Reasoning-discrete Australian, Boolean-Reasoning-discrete Cleveland, C-GAME-discrete Hungarian, RMEP-discrete Hungarian, Boolean-Reasoning-discrete Hungarian, Equal-Fequency-discrete Hungarian, C-GAME-discrete Housing and RMEP-discrete Housing datasets (Fig. 7) . These discrete datasets contain very few reducts (Table 15 ). The GA converges most slowly on the EF-discrete Ionosphere dataset.
Speed of Johnson's algorithm
For each of the 10 datasets, if its core size is greater than 0, there is a strong correlation (0.93) between the core size and the speed of Johnson's algorithm for that dataset, where algorithm speed is measured by the number of executions of the loop body (Tables 16 and 17) . If the core size equals 0, then there appears to be no correlation between the core size and the speed of Johnson's algorithm (Tables 16 and 17) . Therefore, if core size is k where k > 0, the speed of Johnson's algorithm is at least k. 
Conclusion
This work has demonstrated that C-GAME discretization is a promising pre-processing method for RSFS in pattern classification. C-GAME integration outperforms C4.5 on each of the 10 UCI datasets that have been analysed and outperforms MLPs, RBF networks and K-NN classification approaches on most of these datasets. C-GAME also outperforms RMEP, Chimerge, Boolean Reasoning and Equal frequency as a pre-processor of RSFS on most of these datasets. For high dimensional datasets, C-GAME discretization may lead to a smaller total number of reducts within the discrete datasets compared with the other four discretization methods. C-GAME may also lead to faster convergence speed of genetic algorithms than the other four discretization methods. If the total number of reducts within a dataset affects the speed of a given RSFS algorithm, such that the fewer the number of reducts within a dataset, the faster the speed of that RSFS algorithm, then C-GAME could also result in a faster speed for the RSFS algorithm than the other four discretization methods. In terms of dimensionality reduction, C-GAME leads to a medium dimensionality reduction effect compared with the other four discretization methods and C4.5. Higher dimensional datasets such as text datasets, computer networks intrusion datasets and micro array gene expression datasets could be used to further evaluate the C-GAME peformance. As discretization methods can also be applied to Bayesian learning and association rules mining approaches as pre-processors, C-GAME could be used in such approaches to evaluate performance.
Appendix A. Constraint satisfaction problems
A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a finite set of variables, each of which is associated with a finite domain and a set of constraints that restricts the values the variables can simultaneously take [17] . The domain of a variable is a set of all the possible values that can be assigned to the variable. A label is a variable-value pair, denoting the assignment of a value to a variable. A compound label is a set of labels over some of the variables. A constraint can be viewed as a set of compound labels over some or all of the variables. A total assignment is a compound label on all the variables of a CSP. A solution to a CSP is a total assignment satisfying all the constraints simultaneously. The search space of a CSP is the set of all the possible total assignments [18] . The size of the search space is the number of all the possible total assignments [18, 17] : x∈Z D x , where Z is the set of all variables, and D x is the domain of x. A CSP can be reduced to an equivalent but simpler CSP by removing redundant values from the domains and removing redundant compound labels from the constraints in the original CSP [17] . This process is called constraint propagation. No solutions exist if the domain of any variable or any constraint is reduced to an empty set [17] . A CSP can be represented as a type of graph termed a constraint graph [17] . Constraint propagation maintains the consistencies of the constraint graph of the CSP. A constraint satisfaction optimization problem (CSOP) is a CSP with an objective function. The solution to the CSOP is the total assignment satisfying all the constraints simultaneously whilst maximizing or minimizing the objective function. CSOPs are solved using optimization algorithms such as branch and bound [17] . 
Appendix B. Reducts computation
A subset of attributes is a hitting set of the df, if it has a non-empty intersection with each clause of the df. It is a minimal hitting set if it is no longer a hitting set when any of its elements is removed. Reducts can be computed as minimal hitting sets of the df using a genetic algorithm (GA) proposed in [4] . The hitting fraction of a subset is the ratio of the number of non-empty intersections of the subset with the discernibility function to its cardinality [4] :
where B is a subset, h(B) is the hitting fraction of B, D is a discernibility function. A subset is a minimal hitting set if its hitting fraction is equal to 1 and has a minimal size. For finding minimal hitting sets, the fitness function of the GA is defined as [4] :
where A is the set of all condition attributes and B is a chromosome. The GA pseudo code is illustrated in Fig. 8 [4] , where P denotes a population and Parents[i] denotes a set of selected individuals to undergo a genetic operation, so Parents [1..3] corresponds to three sets of selected individuals and Offspring[i] denotes the resulting set of offspring. The stop criterion of the GA is that there is no improvement in the average fitness of the current population over a predefined number of generations (iterations). Johnson's algorithm [5] is a greedy heuristic which finds a single reduct of minimal length. The algorithm iteratively selects the attribute that is present in the most clauses remaining in the df and remove those clauses from the df. The algorithm stops when all clauses have been removed from the df (Fig. 9 ). 20 . The simplified discernibility function df 2 of DT2 is df 2 = (a
and core of DT2 is empty. When the C-GAME algorithm is applied to DT2, the C-GAME-discrete decision table DT2' (Table 21) is also inconsistent. The simplified discernibility df 2 of DT2' is df 2 = (c
Core of DT2' is {a, c, d}.
